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Pp 2 'P, fine-structure interval vo2 has been measured using the optical-microwave atomic beam magnetic

resonance technique with the result vo, = 31 908.040 (20) MHz (0.6 ppm). This is in excellent agreement with the

sum of previous separate measurements of the 2 'P;2 'P, and 2 'P, -2 'P, intervals, which gives. vp2 = 31 908 060

(36) MHz, and establishes internal consistency for all the measurements. The most accurate comparison with theory

is for v „,and we obtain the most accurate experimental value for this by subtracting the earlier measurement of v»
from the present result for vo2. The result is voI = 29 616.844+0.021 MHz (0.7 ppm) (experiment) compared to

= 29 Q6.914+0.043 MHz (1.5 ppm) (theory). Alternatively our experiment can be regarded as an independent

measurement of the fine-structure constant with the result a ' = 137.036 12 (11){0.8 ppm) which is consistent with

the more accurate currently accepted value a ' = 137.035 963 (15) (0.11 ppm).

I. INTRODUCTION

This paper reports a direct measurement of
the 2'p, -2'p, fine-structure interval in the helium
atom. The result provides not only a more accur-
ate value for the fine structure but is an important
check of experimental consistency. Within com-
bined experimenta, l errors this result for the
2'Po 2'P, interval should be the sum of the earlier
measurements of the intervals 2 'p, -2 '~„(re-
ported in paper I' and adjusted in paper II2), and
2 'P;2'~, (reported in the preceding paper IIP).
The present work was reported briefly in Ref. 4.

Our result was obtained by observing the micro-
wave magnetic dipole transition 2 'p, (m~= 0)-
2 'P, (mz = 0) which is forbidden at zero magnetic
field because gJ =2. In the presence of a mag-
netic field the Zeeman Hamiltonian admixes states
of different J and excitation of the transition is
possible. The transition probability, which has
an approximately quadratic field dependence,
determines the amount of microwave power needed
to perform the experiment. If the measurement
were made at too high a field, however, the ac-
curacy in determining the fine structure would

be limited by our ability to measure the absolute
value of the field and by our knowledge of the g
values. We chose to measure the transition at
a field of about 2 ko, at which the transition could
be excited with an available source of microwave
power, and yet the field could still be determined
with adequate precision.

II. THEORY OF THE EXPERIMENT

The reader is referred to the preceding paper
III, and references therein for details of the ex-

perimental method which employed the optical-
microwave magnetic resonance technique with
a beam of atoms in the metastable 2'S state. The
2'P state was excited in the C-field region of an
atomic beam magnetic resonance apparatus. The
relevant 2'p Zeeman energy sublevels are illu-
strated in Fig. 1, and the arrow shows the ob-
served transition.

It has been pointed out in the previous papers
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FIG. 1. Zeeman energy-level diagram of the 2 I' state
of helium. The microwave transition observed in the
present work is indicated, 'at the appropriate value of
magnetic field, by a double arrow.
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that our signal for a microwave transition be-
tween two 2'P sublevels e and P is proportional
to the product

where o(m~,' o) is the relative excitationprobability
from the initial m~(=0) sublevel in the 2~8 beam
to a 2~/ sublevel o. , and y(a, pygmy) is the relative
probability for decay to the final 2 3$' sublevel
pg~ (= I}from a 2'~ sublevel o. It is crucial there-
fore that rr(ms;a) be different from g(ygz, P) and
that one of them be relatively large.

In this respect the present experiment on the
2 '&0-2'Q, interval is at an advantage relative
to the experiment on the 2'g, -2'&, interval des-
ex ibed in the preceding paper. That is because
the (g, ~z) = (2, 0} state is strongly excited from
(~~= 0) in this experiment while the (I, 0) state
used in the preceding experiment was suppressed
by the ~J = 0, ~~= 0 not going to pg~= 0 selection
rule in zero magnetic field. In each case the
(0, 0) state was excited by the small peak of the
lamp spectrum which was smaller by a factor
II (@=0.4) than the main peak. In fact one can
show using the theory outlined in I that, under
conditions of equal microwave-transition probabil-
ity, our relative signal intensity was larger than
that of the previous work. by the approximate fac-
tor

The variation of signal with magnetic field is
shown in &ig. 2 for ~s=0, ~s =+1. In computing
this curve we approximated experimental condi-
tions by a choice of microwave-transition prob-

ability corresponding to the measured linewidth
of 7.6 MHz and light intensity such as to give unit
probability of optical excitation. In our calcula-
tions we took into account the spatial variation
of the microwave magnetic field. %e also treated
the effects of multiple optical excitations which
was not done in the previous papers. This had
a small effect on the estimate of signal size. The
time-independent part of the magnetic dipole ma-
trix element for the microwave transition is
~sff, y in the notation af I.

~ y~ is shown in Fig. 2
as a function of magnetic field. In the 2-kQ field
which we used, it had a value of about 0.35.

IH. APPARATUS

The apparatus used for this measurement was
identical in many respects to that already des-
cribed in II and ID. Significant modifications were
made to four systems: (A} the nuclear magnetic
resonance (NMB} locking system for the magnetic
field; (8) the subsidiary microwave system to
measure the 2 '9 Zeeman splitting as an absolute
magnetic field calibration; (C) the microwave
system for the 2'P, -2'p', resonant transition;
(D) an on-line computer system to control data
acquisition.

A. Nuclear magnetic resonance

The experiment required that the 2.036-kQ mag-
netic field be stable and reproducible to better
than 1 ppm. This was achieved by locking the
magnet to a newly built proton NMB magnetomet-
er. The NMR probe was of the traditional design
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FIG. 2. Variation with magnetic field of the calculated
microwave 23& signal for 2~S, mg trajectory 0 +1.
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with mutually orthogonal transmitter, receiver,
and magnetic field modulation coils around a sam-
ple of mineral oil, and was located by the side
of the main microwave cavity. The transmitter
was driven by a frequency synthesizer operating
at 8.671 MHz with-10-dBm output power. The re-
ceiver was connected through a high gain tuned
preamplifier to a radio frequency lock-in ampli-.
fier, referenced to the transmitter signal. The
output of this amplifier, which was proportional
to the phase shift between transmitted and received
signals, could have been used directly as our
NMR signal. However, we chose to improve the
signal-to-noise ratio further with the use of mag-
netic field modulation coils and a second lock-in
amplifier operating at 60 Hz. After careful ad-
justment of the relative orientation of transmitter
and receiver coils we were able to obtain a signal-
to-noise ratio as high as 1000:1at the peak of
the NMR line in a 0.1 Hz bandwidth. A typical
NMR line is given in Fig. 4. No detailed studies
of the line shape were made, except to verify
its reproducibility, since this line was used to
stabilize the magnetic field but not to determine
its absolute magnitude.

The magnet is designed for stabilization by a
Hall probe and typically this arrangement is stable
to 5 ppm at 2 kG. Qur feedback connection, which
allowed the NMR signal to regulate the magnet
power supply, was a small coil wound on the Hall
probe. The resulting system was stable to better
than 0.05 ppm rms in eight hours and was repro-
ducible within 0.02 ppm. The method of absolute
calibration is discussed in the next section.
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FIG. 5. Illustration of the microwave cavities used to
excite the 23$ and 23P transitions, and the discharge
lamp used for the optical 2 S-2 P transition. The di-
rections of the atomic beam and magnetic field are indi-
cated. Microwave magnetic field lines in the 2~P cavity
are shown.
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B. 23S state microwave system

Two shorted coaxial lines, shown in Fig. 5,
were used to induce the 2'$ Zeeman transition
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FIG. 4. Line shape of the NMR signal used to stabilize
the magnetic field.

in the beam, the frequency of which provided a
precise measurement of the magnetic field
strength. These were made moveable so that maps
of the field strength could be made along the beam
axis. Since the NMR system was always used to
lock the field, these measurements constituted
a calibration of the NMR frequency.

The oscillator for the 2'$ resonance was a com-
mercial reflex klystron, phase-locked at 5.707
GHz and amplified by a traveling wave tube. A

schematic of the 2'$ state microwave system is
given as Fig. 6.

C. 23P state microwave system

The 2'& state resonance microwave cavity 4as
a rectangular copper structure operating in the
TE-410 mode at 32.99 GHz with a Q of 6500.
Figure 5 illustrates the cavity and the microwave
magnetic field. The cavity was clamped between
water-cooled blocks to prevent thermal drifts
of its resonant frequency. Power (25 W) was coup-
led in through a circular iris in the top. Pumping
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FIG. 6. Block diagram of the frequency stabilized, 6 GHz system used in the 2 3$ transition.

light from the helium lamp entered through a nar-
row slot in the bottom of the cavity, parallel to
the beam. The inside of the cavity was polished
and silvered to improve its ref lectivity.

Both 2 $ and 2'P microwave structures were
mounted on a common support plate which cold
be rotated and translated to allow, alignment with
the beam. In addition, the plate was translated
along the beam when making field maps as des-
cribed in Sec. III B.

The 32.99-GHz microwave radiation was gener-
ated by an extended interaction oscillator' capable
of supplying up to 75 W over a + 750-MHz range
and voltage tuneable by + 100 MHz. When free
running, this tube was remarkably stable; the
variations observed were roughly 3 ppm in fre-
quency and 0.5% in power. During the experiment
the tube was phase locked but power leveling was
not needed.

A schematic of the 2'& state microwave system
is given in Fig. 7. In order to protect the tube
from reverse power, we employed both a ferrite
circulator and a thyratron crowbar triggered by
a reverse power detector. The circulator had

the additional feature that the power coupled to its
unused fourth port was sufficient to operate a micro-
wave frequency stabilizer which we used to phase lock
the tube to a frequency synthesizer. The absolute
microwave frequency was known to 0.05 ppm.

In order to modulate the microwave power for
phase sensitive detection of the resonance signal,
the anode voltage of the oscillator was switched
through 500 V by means of a reed relay driven
under computer control. This was a sufficient
change to stop oscillation while altering the net
current drawn by the tube by only about 10%. The
relay was switched once every five seconds, with
phase lock automatically re-establishing itself
after 100-200 ~g. To ensure that data were taken
only after a stable lock had been achieved, count-
ing was gated off for 500 ~ after each relay tran-
sition.

D. On-line computer

The primary purpose of the computer was to
generate square-wave modulation signals and to
store data in synchronism with them. Figure 8
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FIG. 7. Block diagram of the frequency stabilized, 30 GHz system used in the 2 P transition.

shows the waveforms used to operate a shutter
for the lamp and to modulate the microwave power.
The modulations were effective in suppressing
linear drifts in lamp intensity and microwave
power. The 2'p microwave resonance signal was
recorded as a fraction of the light flop, and less
time was needed to record the latter since it was
relatively large. Counts were not recorded during
the actual switching because of transient effects.
The readout of each data point was the average of
30 sets of counts, and the computer generated a
standard deviation of the mean which was checked
against statistics. This demonstrated that the
suppression of drifts and fluctuations was satis-
factory.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

A. Beam studies

The composition of the beam was comparable
to that described in III. Approximately one half
of the beam was 2'$ atoms, the remainder con-
sisting of 2'$ and photons. The total number of
2 S (mz = 0) atoms was recorded as 5X10' pulses

per second (pps), the light flop was 160 pps and
the 2'p microwave signal was 28 pps.

B. Magnetic field measurement

The 2'$ Zeeman resonance was used to cali-
brate the NMR system and to provide a map of
the magnetic field over the region of interest. An
example of such a map is illustrated in Fig. 9.
The error bars represent a conservative estimate
of the systematic uncertainty in determining the
2'$ resonance line center which arose from a
small asymmetry in the line shape. The nature
of the field map did not change significantly during
the entire period of data runs. In Fig. 9 the point
denoted by reference Position was the normal lo-
cation of the 2'$ loop against which the NMR probe
was calibrated during data runs. Since the 2'p
microwave cavity was normally located in the
region between —0.50 in. and+ 0.50 in. , a small
correction was needed to compensate for the spa-
tial variation between the reference position and
the cavity position. It was found that the material
of the microwave cavity had a small. magnetic
susceptibility for which an additional correction
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was needed. This correctioa was obtained from
direct measurements with and without the cavity
using an NMR probe. The sign is that of a para-
magnetic shielding correction which we assume
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FIG. 9. Map of the magnetic field in the resonance re-
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to calibrate the NMR system, were made at the point
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arose from magnetic impurities in the copper
walls of the cavity, pure copper being diamagnetic.

C. Resonance data collection

Our 2'P state resonance data consisted of six
runs, with fifteen data points per run. In addition,
a 2'$ resonance curve was taken before and after

~ each 2'P state run. A typical run, which lasted
about eight hours, produced an accuracy of about
1.5 ppm in the fine-structure determination, which
represents 45 kHz in frequency units or about
one per cent of the linewidth.

The majority of our data were clustered near
the half maximum points to maximize their effec-
tiveness in determining the line center. The data
points were taken in a sequence which was sym-
metric with respect to the line center in order
to minimize any problems due to drifts. Vghen
using a modulation system such as ours, one ex-
pects the background outside the resonance line
to be zero. On several occasions, background
was checked at fields far from the line center
and we verified that it was in fact zero.
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TABLE I. Summary of experimental runs and fitted results.

Height
of Light Flop)

Width
(kHz NMR)

Center
(kHz NMR) vp2 (MHz) y /degree of freedom

Run Pl
Run P2
Run P3
Run 4'4

Run P5
Run k6

16.5 + 1.9
15.5 + 1.8
18.5+ 1.9
17.8+ 2.0
18.6 + 1.9
19.1 + 2.1

39.4 + 2.6
32.9 + 1,9
36.2 + 2.2
34.9 + 2.3
36.2 + 2.1
38.6 + 2.5

8672.13+ 0.20
8672.45 + 0.16
8672.11+ 0.19
8672.57 + 0.21
8672.40 + 0.22
8672.32 + 0.22

31 908.140 + .042
31 908.071 + .034
31 908.144 ~ .040
31 907.045 + .046
31 908.082 + .046
31 908.099 + .047

0.76
0.73
1.23
0.96
0.73
1.13

Uncorrected
Average 17.8 + 0.8 36.4 + 0.9 8672.33 R 0.08 31 908.097 6 .017

V. DATA ANALYSIS

A. Line fitting

The line-fitting procedure differed somewhat
from that used in the previous paper. A Lorent-
zian line shape was used for the signal having
the form

A(H)
p(a, P) =

((u~ -(o} +B(H)+y 2

A(H) and B(H) are functions which depend on the
magnetic field H. Their field-dependence can be
predicted from theory, and the inclusion of this
dependence in the line shape was our way of mak-

ing the "slope correction" described in the pre-
vious paper. ~ 8 is the energy-level separation
in the magnetic field & expressed in angular fre-
quency units, & is the angular frequency of the
klystron, and y is the radiative decay rate of the
2'I state.

The first step in our fitting procedure was to
assume a trial value p, for the fine-structure in-
terval at zero magnetic field and to calculate from
p, a magnetic field &, at which the microwave fre-
quency would equal the energy-level separation.
This allowed us to make the following truncated
Taylor expansion

18—

! I I

Resonance Run 4 I

I6—

Q. l4—
U

least-squares method.
Table I summarizes the experimental runs and

the fitted results. The values of X' obtained from
the fitting procedure are fully compatible with
statistical fluctuations of the detected beam. Data
from one run are shown in Fig. 10 together with
the fitted theoretical line and the results of all
the runs are compounded in Fig. 11. Table II lists
two systematic adjustments which have to be made
to the uncorrected average given in Table I. The
first allows for the difference between the mag-
netic field at the 2'g reference position (Fig. 9}
and that in the microwave resonance region. The
other correction takes into account the small mag-
netic susceptibility of the microwave cavity. Both
corrections are discussed in more detail in Sec.
IV B.

u)~-(u =a(v02- v) +b(v„- v)'+c(H- H, ), (2)

where pp2 is the fine-structure interval being
measured. The expansion includes enough terms
for our purpose and the values of the coefficients
z, 5, z were computed with sufficient accuracy
from the theory of the Zeeman effect and pre-
viously measured values of the fine-structure
intervals.

Three fitting parameters were used. They were
the values of A. and B at the magnetic field H, and

(vo, —v, ), the correction to our trial value of the
fine-structure interval. The data were fitted to
the theoretical line shape Eq. 1 using the nonlinear

I I I I I I I

8.64 8.65 8.66 8.67 8.68 8.69 8.70
NMR FREQ. (MHL)

FIG. 10. Observed signal points and fitted line shape
for a single run on the 23P transition as a function of
magnetic field. The error bars represent 1', based on
observed fluctuation of the signal.
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TABLE II. Systematic corrections and experimental
uncertainties.

MHz

Q.
O
LL,

l4—
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X l2—

U. IO—
~O4

Uncorrected fine structure v02

Magnetic field reference correction
Magnetic shielding correction
Corrected fine structure v02

Statistical uncertainty
Absolute field measurement uncertainty
Magnetic shielding correction uncertainty
Geometrical field average error uncerhdnty
Error on (g&-gz)
Error on v2& value
Quadrature sum of errors

31 908.097
-0.035
-0.022

31908.040

0.017
0.003
0.003
0.002
0.007
0.001
0.020

I I I I I I I

8.64 8.65 8.66 8.67 8.68 8.69 8.70
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FIG. 11. Composite 2 & transition line shape for all
the experimental runs. Error bars represent 10, based
on observed fluctuation of the signal.

B. Uncertainties

The experimental uncertainties are summarized
in Table II. The largest contribution came from
counting statistics, and this uncertainty could
have been reduced by taking more data. Unfortu-
nately, this was not possible because the micro-
wave tube failed after six runs. The only other
significant contribution to the uncertainties was
in the expression g~-g~ involving the Zeeman g
factors. Our knowledge of these could be im-
proved by further experimentation.

VI. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

The corrected result for the p02 is compared
below with the sum of the results for the intervals
v„, (III, preceding paper) and v» (I and II):

Present measurement

31 908.040 (20) MHz,

Sum of earlier measurements

31908.060 (36) MHz.

It can be seen that an excellent internal consis-

tency has been established for the experiments
and an overall improvement in precision has been
achieved. The current state of the theory has been
summarized in Table II of the preceding paper.
The most accurate theoretical number is for the
interval p„, so that the best comparison with
theory is to subtract the previously measured
interval. pg2 from the present result for p„:
vo, =29616.914 (43) MHz (1.5 ppm) theory (Ref. 6)

=29616.844 (21) MHz (0.7 ppm) experiment.

The agreement is satisfactory, and any more de-
tailed comparisons with theory would require the
evaluation of terms of order a' Ry and a'm/M Ry.
These measurements of the 2'& fine-structure
intervals in helium probably could be improved
by at least a factor of 3 using the spectroscopic
method of this paper. An alternative approach is
to use the theory to obtain a value for the fine-
structure constant from our result. This gives
a '=137.03612 (11) (0.8 ppm) compared to the
more accurate currently accepted value
a '=137.035963 (15) (0.11 ppm). 7
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